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The PACTS Congestion Management Process

1.0 Introduction
With the last decennial Census, the Portland Area Comprehensive
Transportation System (PACTS) region has grown large enough to be counted
among the Transportation Management Areas (TMA) by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA).
This new designation brings additional
responsibilities, including the development of the region‟s first Congestion
Management Process (CMP). The CMP is an ongoing process of monitoring and
addressing unacceptable multimodal congestion. In a performance-based
planning process, the results of the CMP are a tool for PACTS to use to shape
upcoming long range transportation plans (LRTP) and other planning efforts.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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2.0 Develop Regional Objectives
for Congestion Management
This section defines what the PACTS region wants to achieve with their CMP
and sets the overall direction of the effort. The regional objectives for congestion
management defined in this (CMP) are tied directly to the goals and objectives
defined in the region‟s LRTP, Destination Tomorrow. The PACTS region formed a
committee of municipalities to refine the LRTP‟s policies and objectives for the
CMP. The committee worked to ensure that the CMP would help the region to
address its most pressing congestion-related issues while meeting the region‟s
overarching policy directives set in the LRTP. Table 2.1 shows how the CMP
objectives align with Destination Tomorrow policies. The committee focused on
finding balance by supporting improvement in transit and non-motorized travel
and by using operations and management strategies to address ongoing
congestion on major arteries serving employment and population centers. By
identifying key objectives, the committee built a basis for allocating funds to
programs and projects.

Table 2.1 – CMP objectives aligned with Destination Tomorrow policies
Destination Tomorrow Policy
Maintaining and Transforming the Transportation
System.
Regional Focus
Transportation-Land Use Connection
Economic Development

CMP Objective
Improve transit service and reliability
Improve extent and quality of pedestrian and
bicycle facilities
Improve regional travel demand management
Improve incident management on major arteries
Reduce recurring congestion on major arteries
Improve freight mobility

The committee also defined a vision for the CMP to help guide the process. The
vision identifies the users, the modes, and the time-frame on which the CMP
should focus while noting that some level of congestion is a sign of economic
vitality and is acceptable in commercial centers:
VISION for the CMP
The PACTS area Congestion Management Process (CMP) will monitor system
performance and establish regional priorities for implementation of congestion-related
strategies to reduce congestion and energy consumption by expanding modal choices,
improving reliability, and reducing multi-modal congestion for commuter, tourist,

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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freight, and recreation trips with a focus on the peak hour and seasonal peak time periods.
The CMP will understand that congestion can be a sign of economic vitality in
commercial centers and will accept higher levels of multi-modal congestion in these select
areas.
Ultimately, the CMP will balance the transportation system – away from
automotive single occupancy vehicles and toward public transportation, pedestrian, and
bicycle travel.

2-2
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3.0 Define the CMP Network
This section defines the geographic boundaries and the system components that
will be included in the CMP network. Overall, the PACTS CMP network
includes the most congested elements and those connecting regionally significant
employment and activity centers. The network is bounded by the metropolitan
planning organization (MPO) boundaries and includes elements that support
different trip distances:






Inter-regional and Interstate
–

Interstates

–

Intercity bus routes

–

Intercity freight and passenger rail routes

Regional
–

Regional bicycle network

–

Fixed-route transit system

–

Major arteries connecting regionally significant employment and activity
centers

Urban centers/Special Generators
–

Pedestrian and bicycle facilities

–

Major intersections or squares

Maine Department of Transportation (DOT) has developed a highway corridor
priorities (HCP) system that identifies six priority levels that cover the entire
state highway system. HCP 1 through 3 roads are included in the CMP network,
covering the Interstate, the Maine Turnpike, the National Highway System
(NHS), arterials, and significant major collector highways. These roadways
include inter-regional, interstate, and regional highway travel patterns outlined
above.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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4.0 Develop Multimodal
Performance Measures
This section defines PACTS CMP multimodal performance measures. The
committee selected measures that support the CMP objectives and are
measurable with existing or soon to be available data. Table 4.1 shows the
relationship between CMP objectives and the committee‟s selected performance
measures. Further detail is provided in later sections regarding the performance
measures, the PACTS approach for measuring them, the data required, gaps in
data availability, and process for closing the gaps.

Table 4.1 – CMP Objectives and Performance Measures

4-2

Objectives

Performance Measures

Improve regional travel demand management

Park and ride utilization
Carpool, walk, bicycle, and public transportation mode
share

Improve transit service and reliability

Transfer wait times at pulse points
Peak loading
Jobs accessible by transit within mean regional
commute time
On-time arrival

Improve extent and quality of pedestrian and
bicycle facilities

Percent miles of pedestrian and bicycle facilities
complete

Improve incident management on major
arteries

Incident clearance time
80th Percentile Travel Time Index (TTI)

Reduce recurring congestion on major arteries

Person hours of delay by mode
Jobs accessible within mean regional commute time

Improve freight mobility

Delay caused by freight deliveries
Freight rail, air, and water mode share

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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5.0 Collect Data/Monitor System
Performance
This section describes the CMP data collection and performance monitoring
efforts. Being PACTS‟ first CMP effort, this study used „test corridors‟ to explore
and test ways to collect data and assess performance on the CMP network. The
exploration was fruitful, provided insight on data gaps and needs, and allowed
PACTS to evaluate congestion on two important corridors in the region. In
future updates of the CMP, PACTS will expand data collection efforts and assess
performance on the entire CMP network. This section describes the test
corridors, the data collection process, and the approach for assessing
performance.

5.1 TEST CORRIDORS
The objective of this task was to select test corridors that would represent a wide
variety of the CMP network characteristics, including as many modes,
geographies, facilities, and congestion types as possible.
The test corridors represent similar congested multi-modal corridors throughout
the region. PACTS staff and the CMP committee used judgment to define the
corridors as congested. Each multi-modal corridor was selected from the regional
CMP network based on four criteria depicted in figure 5.1, including:


Type of congestion (seasonal, peak, and unexpected congestion due to
weather, crashes, or other unexpected events),



Geography (urban, suburban, rural),



Number of modes (transit, pedestrian, bicycle, freight), and



Facility (freeway, primary artery, pulse point). Figure 5.1 shows the four
criteria.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Figure 5.1 – Corridor Selection Criteria

Congestion

Geography

•Seasonal
•Peak
•Unexpected

•Urban
•Suburban
•Rural

Multimodal
•Transit
•Pedestrian
•Bicycle
•Freight

Facility
•Freeway
•Primary artery

The committee recommended two corridors: I-295/Route 1 North of Portland
and Forest Avenue, Portland. These account for three types of congestion, urban
and suburban geography, different facilities, and all modes. Figure 5.2 describes
which criteria each corridor meets while Figure 5.3 shows the geographic
location of these corridors.

Figure 5.2 – Characteristics of Selected Test Corridors
I-295/Route 1 North of Portland (left) and Forest Avenue, Portland (right)

5-2
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•Freeway
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Figure 5.3 – Location of Test Corridors

5.2 DATA COLLECTION PROCESS
PACTS staff coordinated with Maine DOT, the Greater Portland Council of
Governments (GPCOG), and the Maine Turnpike Authority (MTA) to collect
data and seek out datasets not provided by these entities. Staff reviewed
corridor- and region-specific studies to collect data for use in the CMP, including:

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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I-295/Route 1 North of Portland: Transforming Forest Avenue1 and the
Regional Traffic Management Study.



Forest Avenue, Portland: I-295 Corridor Study, Scarborough-Brunswick2



Both: Statewide Park & Ride Lot Survey – Summary Report, Maine DOT and
Maine Turnpike Authority and the Greater Portland Transit District
(METRO) Passenger On/Off Survey, Greater Portland Council of
Governments.

5.3 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION APPROACH
Recommended approach methods to performance evaluation and appropriate
data sources are described in Table 4.1 below.

Table 5.1 – Recommended Approach Methods to Performance Evaluation
Performance Measures

Proposed Approach

Park and ride utilization

Periodically survey park and
ride lots along the corridor to
identify total and occupied
spaces

Mode share of carpool, walk,
bicycle, and public
transportation

Review American Community
Survey (ACS) mode share
data for block groups within 1
mile of the corridor

Transfer wait times at pulse
points (transit)

Compare arrival and departure
times for stops on the corridor

Peak loading (transit)

For routes along the corridor,
periodic survey of passenger
on/offs compared to available
seats. Include disabled
on/offs and seats.

Data Source
Park and ride demand and capacity
Maine DOT utilization survey

Mode share ACS
Arrival and departure times
METRO
Passenger on/offs GPCOG
Seats Transit properties

1 http://www.portlandmaine.gov/forestave.htm
2 http://www.maine.gov/mdot/planningstudies/i295cs/documents/pdf/i295cs.pdf
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Performance Measures

Proposed Approach

Jobs accessible by transit
within mean regional
commute time

Develop a transit commute
shed for representative traffic
analysis zones (TAZ) within
0.5 miles of the corridor and
compare to employment
location. Mean regional
commute time by transit 36.1
minutes (ACS 2007-2011 5
Year Estimates for PortlandSouth Portland-Biddeford
Metro Area for public
transportation excluding
taxicab).

On-time arrival (transit)

Compare Actual arrival times
to scheduled arrival times for
bus routes along the corridor.

Data Source

Mean transit commute time Census
Employment location and commute
time PACTS

Actual arrival times GPCOG

Percent miles of pedestrian
and bicycle facilities
complete

Collect periodic bicycle and
pedestrian facility data from
municipality as-built plans and
develop comprehensive
update as part of the regional
bicycle and pedestrian plan.
Include regional-only trails,
shared use pathways, and onroad bikeways within a 0.5
mile buffer of the corridor.

Incident clearance time

Document incident duration for
incidents that cause lane
blockage (e.g. single vehicle
crash, multi-vehicle crash,
debris) and are along the
corridor.

80th Percentile Travel Time
Index (TTI)

Use Strategic Highway
Research Program (SHRP) 2
Project L03 sketch planning
procedures in conjunction with
ITS Deployment Analysis
System (IDAS) background
data and travel demand model
output to estimate. For all
segments along corridor.
Alternatively, purchase
continuous speed data from
3rd party provider.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

Scheduled arrival times Transit
properties

As-built plans Municipalities
Regional bicycle and pedestrian plan
PACTS

Incident clearance times Traffic Incident
Management Group

SHRP 2 L03 procedures, Intelligent
Transportation Systems Deployment
Analysis System (IDAS) background
data, travel demand model output
PACTS
Continuous speed data 3rd party
provider
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Performance Measures

Proposed Approach

Data Source

Person hours of delay by
mode

Estimate delay along the
corridor using travel demand
model and convert from modal
delay to person-hours of delay
using occupancy by mode.

Delay and occupancy by mode PACTS

Jobs accessible within mean
regional commute time

Develop an automotive
commute shed for
representative TAZs within 0.5
miles of the corridor and
compare to employment
location. Mean regional
commute time by transit 24.7
minutes (ACS 2007-2011 5
Year Estimates for PortlandSouth Portland-Biddeford
Metro Area for car, truck, van).

Delay caused by freight
deliveries

Identify problem locations and
observe delay

Delay caused by freight deliveries
PACTS

Freight rail, air, and water
mode share

Freight demand data

Statewide freight data TranSearch via
Maine DOT

Mean auto commute time Census
Employment location and commute
time PACTS

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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6.0 Analyze Congestion Problems
and Needs
This section describes un acceptable congestion (thresholds) on the test corridors
and tests the performance of the corridors against the thresholds.

6.1 DEFINE CONGESTION THRESHOLDS
Thresholds are subject to change as new data and performance results begin to
filter in. For this exercise, when corridor-specific data were not available, the
assessment used region-wide data (e.g. freight mode share). Table 6.1 shows the
congestion thresholds and the rationale for their selection.

Table 6.1 – Proposed Congestion Thresholds and Rationale
Congestion Thresholds

Rationale

Performance Measures

(the corridor is ‘congested’ if..)

Park and ride utilization

<85% utilized

If a park and ride lot is 85% full at its
maximum, there are always 15% spots
available for users to drop-in.

<15%

Current regional mode share is 16.6%.
Anything less than 15% implies an
imbalance among single occupancy
vehicle (SOV) travelers and other
travelers.

>5 minutes

The 5 minute threshold for transfer wait
times is consistent with the transit
agencies that define any arrival as late
that arrives more than 5 minutes late.

Peak loading (transit)

>1.2 persons/seat

The Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority (MBTA) uses 1.4
persons/seat as their planning capacity.
We adjusted this down slightly for
Portland.

Jobs accessible by transit
within mean regional
transit commute time

<85% of all jobs

A region well connected by transit
should find most of its jobs accessible
by transit.

<85% on-time (with anything >5
minutes considered „late‟)

The 5 minute threshold for late is
consistent with Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
(WMATA) in Washington, DC and
several other operations.

Mode share of carpool,
walk, bicycle, and public
transportation

Transfer wait times at
pulse points (transit)

On-time arrival (transit)

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Congestion Thresholds
Performance Measures

Rationale

(the corridor is ‘congested’ if..)

Percent miles of
pedestrian and bicycle
facilities complete

100%

Anything less than 100% complete is
considered deficient. In the future,
bicycle and pedestrian LOS measures
also should be considered.

Incident clearance time

>average clearance time plus
one standard deviation

This measure evolved from a case
study of Knoxville, TN completed for
SHRP 2 L05.

>1.2

This threshold evolved from SHRP 2
L05 work that identified a TTI80 of 1.2
as the average small urban area
reliability.

NA

This measure does not lend itself to
setting congestion thresholds. In the
future, it would be possible to compare
overall change in delay by mode and
define thresholds based on % change
by mode.

Jobs accessible within
mean regional commute
time

<85% of all jobs

A region well connected by
uncongested roadways and with
suitably balance land uses should find
most of its jobs accessible within a
reasonable amount of time.

Delay caused by freight
deliveries

Commercial Center: >5 minutes
of delay

There are no data available to draw
conclusions on an appropriate
threshold for this measure.

Freight rail, air, and water
mode share

>15%

Current mode share is 11.8%.
Anything less than 15% implies an
imbalance among freight shippers.

80th Percentile Travel
Time Index (TTI)

Person hours of delay by
mode

6.2 IDENTIFY DEFICIENCIES
Deficiencies are identified using the following steps:
Define lands bordering corridor. Create a half-mile buffer around the corridor
centerline. Features (census tracts, TAZs, counties, economic regions, bicycle
routes, park and ride lots, etc.) within these boundaries are included in the
analysis.
Select features. Select features with their boundaries located a half-mile of the
corridor centerline. Use these to define which park and ride lots are included,
which tracts are included for mode share, and which TAZ‟s are included for
commute time modeling.
Assess performance. Apply proposed approach for estimating congestion
performance measures for each feature in the corridor.

6-2
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Compare thresholds. Compare the performance for each feature to the
congestion threshold. The feature is considered „congested‟ if the performance
exceeds the threshold.

I-295/Route 1, North of Portland
The test corridor begins north of Portland at exit 8 and extends until the MPO
boundary in Freeport. The corridor north of Portland is largely a commuter
corridor between Portland and Falmouth, Yarmouth, Freeport, and points north.
The corridor as a whole is heavily traveled and provides inter-state/interregional connectivity as well as regional and local connectivity to many
destinations. Route 1 runs parallel to I-295 and carries unexpected demand
when there are incidents on I-295.
Performance and Deficiencies. The performance of the corridor suggests that
park and ride utilization is low, there are areas along the northern portion of the
corridor that have limited access to jobs by auto or transit, a significant portion of
the regional bikeway remains to be built, there are reliability issues surrounding
incidents that cause unexpected delays, and freight mode is carried too often by
truck. The delay measure requires analysis of other corridors in the region for
context and comparison to understand whether this value is high or low. Table
6.2 shows the performance measures and thresholds for this test corridor.
Graphic representations of job accessibility measures and the travel time index
are shown for both test corridors in Figures 6.1 through 6.3.

Table 6.2 – Performance Measures and Thresholds for I-295/Route 1 Corridor
Performance Measures

Performance

Congestion Thresholds

Acceptable?

Park and ride utilization

68%

<85% utilized

No

Mode share of carpool, walk,
bicycle, and public
transportation

15.9%

<15%

Yes

Transfer wait times at pulse
points (transit)

AVL data not yet available

>5 minutes

--

Peak loading (transit)

0.34

>1.2 persons/seat

Yes

Jobs accessible by transit
within mean regional
commute time

See map

<85% of all jobs

No: Households in the
northern portion of the
corridor do not have transit
access and those in the
southern end have limited
access to jobs.

On-time arrival (transit)

AVL data not yet available

<85% on-time (with anything
>5 minutes considered „late‟)

--

Percent miles of pedestrian
and bicycle facilities
complete

45%

100%

No

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Performance Measures

Performance

Congestion Thresholds

Acceptable?

Incident clearance time

Responder data not yet
available

>average clearance time
plus one standard deviation

--

80th Percentile Travel Time
Index (TTI)

See map

>1.2

No: 8.2 miles of I-295 NB
from Portland through
Falmouth and into
Cumberland are unreliable

Person hours of delay by
mode

11.7 hr/1,000 pmt (auto)

NA

--

Jobs accessible within mean
regional commute time

See map

<85% of all jobs

No: Only households in
southernmost portion of the
corridor have access to 85%
of the regions jobs.

Delay caused by freight
deliveries

NA

Commercial Center: >5
minutes of delay

--

Freight rail, air, and water
mode share

11.8%

>15%

No

6-4
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Figure 6.1 – Percent of Jobs within Mean Auto Commute Time

Note: Each colored area is a traffic analysis zone (TAZ) that represents a particular neighborhood or
community. Starting from the center of this neighborhood, a household can access XX percent of
all jobs (182,680) in the Portland region by auto during the peak hour where 47-50% percent is
represented in red, 51-85% is represented in yellow, and 86-100% is represented in green.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Figure 6.2 – Percent of Jobs within Mean Transit Commute Time

Note: Each colored area is a traffic analysis zone (TAZ) that represents a particular neighborhood or
community. Starting from the center of this neighborhood, a household can access XX percent of
all jobs (182,680) in the Portland region by transit where 0-5% percent is represented in red, 6-11%
is represented in orange, 12-16% is represented in gold, 17-21% is represented in light green, 2227% is represented in green, and 28-32% is represented in dark green.
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Figure 6.3 – 80th Percentile Travel Time Index for I-295

Forest Avenue, Portland
The test corridor begins west of Portland at Bedford Street/University of
Southern Maine area in Portland and extends until Pride‟s Corner in Westbrook.
The corridor is a commuter corridor between and among Portland, Westbrook,
Gorham, Windham and points west; serves as the primary vacation route to the
lakes region in the west; and serves as the gateway to downtown Portland. The
corridor is heavily traveled and provides inter-regional, regional, and local
connectivity. The multi-modal corridor has the shortest transit headways in the
state, has extensive sidewalks and a growing network of bicycle lanes. PACTS
recently has completed a Regional Traffic Management System (RTMS),
improving signal operations along the corridor.
Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Performance and Deficiencies. The performance of the corridor suggests that
park and ride utilization is very low, there are areas along the western portion of
the corridor that have limited access to jobs by auto or transit, a significant
portion of the regional bikeway remains to be built, and freight mode is carried
too often by truck. The delay measure requires analysis of other corridors in the
region for context and comparison to understand whether this value is high or
low. Note that the measure of jobs accessible by transit is unacceptable, but that
is largely due to the long-term development patterns of the region. Much of the
region‟s employment is dispersed among the city‟s suburbs and not accessible by
transit.

Table 6.3 – Performance Measures and Thresholds for Forest Ave. Corridor
Performance Measures

Performance

Congestion Thresholds

Acceptable?

Park and ride utilization

20%

<85% utilized

No

Mode share of carpool, walk,
bicycle, and public
transportation

22.9%

<15%

Yes

Transfer wait times at pulse
points (transit)

AVL data not yet available

>5 minutes

--

Peak loading (transit)

0.54

>1.2 persons/seat

Yes

Jobs accessible by transit
within mean regional
commute time

See map

<85% of all jobs

No: Households in the
western portion of the
corridor have limited access
to jobs by transit.

On-time arrival (transit)

AVL data not yet available

<85% on-time (with anything
>5 minutes considered „late‟)

--

Percent miles of pedestrian
and bicycle facilities
complete

34%

100%

No

Incident clearance time

Responder data not yet
available

>average clearance time
plus one standard deviation

--

80th Percentile Travel Time
Index (TTI)

Cannot model

>1.2

--

Person hours of delay by
mode

14.1 hr/1,000 pmt (auto)

NA

--

Jobs accessible within mean
regional commute time

See map

<85% of all jobs

No: Households throughout
the corridor have limited
access to jobs.

Delay caused by freight
deliveries

NA

Commercial Center: >5
minutes of delay

--

Freight rail, air, and water
mode share

11.8%

>15%

No
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7.0 Identify and Assess CMP
Strategies
This section describes a generic set of strategies focused on the specific
congestion deficiencies identified along the two test corridors. This toolbox of
strategies should be developed as part of the CMP and then used in other
planning processes. Table 7.1 presents example strategies to consider in this
toolbox. For each of these strategies, critical information will include:


The relevant situations to which the strategy may be applied. For example, if
incidents prove to cause unreliable travel, the analyst might consider incident
management strategies to address this congestion;



The capital and operating cost for each strategy (expressed per mile or per
unit); and



Expected project benefits, such as average expected benefits by type of
investment, a range of benefits from previous experience, or a methodology
for calculating expected benefits.

Additional project characteristics that should be considered include whether the
project is shovel-ready, whether it has political support, or whether it should be
packaged with another project or groups of projects.
These additional
considerations will help refine the priority list, find mutually supportive projects,
and build the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP).

Table 7.1 – Example Strategies
Improvement Type
Additional capacity

Operational Improvements

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

Examples
Highway

New or widened freeways/arterials, Toll roads and lanes and
managed lanes

Transit

New rail lines or bus routes (including busways/BRT),
Additional service on existing lines/routes

Freight

Truck only lanes, rail improvements

Arterial

Information systems, signal retiming and management,
incident management, geometric or intersection
improvements, access management, and parking restrictions

Freeway

Information systems, incident management, work zone
management, ITS, managed lanes, variable speed limits,
ramp closures

Transit

Vehicle tracking, signal priority, bypasses, express service,
information

Freight

Vehicle tracking, information, roadside electronic screening

7-1
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Improvement Type
Travel Demand
Management

Examples
Travel
Alternatives

Telecommuting, alternate work/travel schedules,

Land Use

Smart growth, transit oriented development, parking
strategies

Pricing

High Occupancy Toll lanes, pricing for time of day, activity
centers, parking

HOV

Rideshare matching, vanpools, guaranteed ride home

Transit

Subsidized fares, trip itinerary planning

Freight

Truck only toll lanes, delivery restrictions

Consistent with the example structure provided in the table above, Destination
Tomorrow and the CMP committee have highlighted several strategies aimed at
addressing specific congestion issues in the PACTS region:
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Destination Tomorrow: Congestion related strategies, Top Priority from 2006
plan update:
–

Implement Arterial Investment Program

–

Incident management and homeland security

–

Focus on intersections for congestion and safety management

–

Operational and capacity improvements to I-295 and the Maine Turnpike

–

Develop responsive strategies for high crash locations

–

Continue transit coordination efforts

–

Increase transit to park and ride lots

–

Optimize and maintain signal coordination

Other targeted strategies highlighted by the CMP Committee throughout the
process:
–

Improve incident clearance times

–

Manage access along major arteries in order to reduce delay and crashes

–

Expand frequency and coverage of transit services

–

Continue to improve regional transit coordination

–

Reduce congestion on main travel arteries

–

Increase the number of commercial centers with good and great
pedestrian environments

–

Complete the regional bicycle network

–

Improve competitiveness of freight rail
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–

Reduce impact of freight deliveries in commercial centers

–

Direct through traffic to use higher functionally classified roadways

–

Improve wayfinding in and around commercial centers

–

Foster compact development patterns

–

Create travel demand management plan for the region

7.1 TARGETED STRATEGIES FOR I-295/ROUTE 1
The I-295 Corridor Study (2010) included many targeted strategies for addressing
recurring congestion but did not evaluate strategies targeted at addressing
unreliable travel, employment access, freight mode share, park and ride
utilization, or bicycle facilities complete. The list below outlines the strategies
included in the I-295 study and identifies other strategies from the toolbox that
could help address specific congestion in the corridor.




I-295 Corridor Study, Scarborough-Brunswick (2010):
–

Auxiliary Lanes: Acceleration and deceleration lane improvements at
various locations from Falmouth to Freeport.

–

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS): Variable message signs in
Portland, traffic surveillance, service patrols.

–

Transportation Demand Management: High occupancy vehicle (HOV)
lanes, carpool incentives, differential tolls.

–

Commuter Transit: Commuter bus service to Portland, commuter rail
service to Portland.

–

Interchange Improvements: Added ramps at exit 11 and 15.

–

New Highway Capacity: Added thru lanes on I-295 from Falmouth to
Brunswick.

Other potential strategies:
–

Additional
capacity:
improvements.

–

Operational improvements: Incident management (improve incident
clearance times), work zone management, transit ITS, and transit service
planning.

–

Travel Demand Management: Telecommuting, alternative work
schedules, parking strategies, high occupancy toll (HOT) lanes,
subsidized transit fares, freight delivery restrictions.
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7.2 TARGETED STRATEGIES FOR FOREST AVENUE
The PACTS RTMS study and Portland‟s Transforming Forest Avenue study
included many targeted strategies for addressing recurring congestion,
unreliable travel, bicycle and pedestrian issues, and transit issues. These
strategies would help to improve access to jobs, pedestrian and bicycle facilities,
and transit operations but would not impact freight mode share or park and ride
utilization. The list below outlines the strategies included in these studies and
identifies other strategies from the toolbox that could help address specific
congestion in the corridor.


PACTS Regional Traffic Management System
–
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Intelligent Transportation Systems: Coordinated signals, transit signal
priority.

Transforming Forest Avenue
–

Additional Capacity: Ramp redesign, bikeway improvements, pedestrian
improvements.

–

Travel Demand Management: Land use changes, parking strategies,
access management.

–

Operational improvements: Wayfinding strategy, snow removal strategy,
bus operations improvement.

Other potential strategies:
–

Additional capacity: Additional bus service.

–

Operational improvements: Incident management, access management,
parking restrictions, express transit service.

–

Travel demand management: telecommuting, alternative work schedules,
smart growth, transit oriented development, parking strategies (pricing),
subsidized fares, coordination of park and ride and transit route
planning.
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8.0 Program and Implement CMP
Strategies
This section describes a process for PACTS staff to follow to implement the CMP;
to acquire data to evaluate congestion; and to review and refine data for future
CMP updates. It also describes how different planning efforts can work to
support one another as the planning cycle continues. Finally, it describes a path
forward for collecting data necessary to close the gaps in CMP performance
measurement.
There is no cookie cutter process for planning, but this generalized
performance-based planning framework for decision making at the program and
project level will help PACTS make performance-based decisions. This CMP will
help support PACTS upcoming LRTP and will help to make funding decisions
using a performance-based process.

8.1 USING CMP PERFORMANCE MEASURES TO
SUPPORT PROJECT PRIORITIZATION
The CMP committee worked to develop priorities for their chosen objectives and
performance measures. Staff translated the priorities into weights for use in a
CMP project prioritization process. The stated weights of the objectives and
measures are shown below. Finally, the committee balanced the overall
importance of the performance measures (40 percent) against the overall
importance of the objectives (60 percent). PACTS can use these three sets of
weights to prioritize congestion-related projects. Figures 8.2 through 8.4 show
the committee-defined weights for the CMP objectives, measures, and overall
priorities of objectives versus measures. The most highly rated objectives are
“improve transit service and reliability” and “improve regional travel demand
management.” The most highly rated performance measures are transit on-time
arrival, person-hours of delay by mode, jobs accessible within mean regional
commute time by auto, and carpool, walk, bike, and public transportation mode
share.
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Figure 8.1 – Objective Weights

Figure 8.2 – Performance Weights
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Figure 8.3 – Overall Priorities

8.2 THE CMP WITHIN THE PLANNING PROCESS
This section describes how the CMP coordinates with other regional plans like
corridor plans, the LRTP, and area plans. The CMP measures and findings help
build up one component of understanding for the region. This congestion
component works with all of the other regional planning efforts.
The CMP is a step in a cycle starting and ending with the LRTP. The LRTP sets
the policy direction for the region, identifying its congestion goals and objectives
as well as the direction for all other program areas. The CMP, modal studies,
corridors studies, and other local area plans take direction from the LRTP and
develop a deeper understanding of geographic and program-specific issues and
strategies. The next LRTP builds policy direction based on some original
analysis and the program- or geography-specific knowledge gained through the
CMP, modal studies, corridor studies, and other local area plans. This updated
LRTP then sets the direction for the next cycle of all of these planning efforts.
Meanwhile, the TIP process is conducted bi-annually and can pull from the
ongoing direction from any of these planning efforts. Figure 8.4 describes how
the CMP fits into the overall planning process and how the priorities and
measures flow back and forth as the planning process continues.
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Figure 8.4 – How The CMP Fits into the Overall Planning Process
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9.0 Evaluate Strategy
Effectiveness
PACTS will work to evaluate performance throughout the CMP network and
begin implementing the targeted strategies identified in the CMP. Most of the
data required for the CMP framework recommended in this project is available
to PACTS and much of it is updated with adequate frequency. However there
are specific measures that require data not yet available or that rely on data that
is not updated often enough to support the process. Table 9.1 identifies
measures where additional efforts are needed to obtain or update the required
information:

Table 9.1 - Performance Measure Data Requirements
Performance Measure

Data

Effort Required

Mode share of carpool,
walk, bicycle and transit

Census data –
Updating needs to
be done more than
every 10 years.

- Transit share can be updated with periodic on-board
surveys and ridership counts

Transfer wait times at
pulse points

AVL data are not
yet available but
will provide
detailed
information on bus
travel times.

- Processing of detailed AVL data may be required to
obtain estimates of transfer times. PACTS should work
with the transit operators to determine the format of the
data and the processing requirements.

Jobs accessible by
transit within mean
regional commute time

Census data

- PACTS can work with GPCOG to identify significant
changes that occur in employment such as major
employer closings, opening or relocations. The current
estimates can then be updated based on these changes.

- Other modes can be updated by periodic counts at key
locations that serve as a proxy for the region. A baseline
must be established first.

- Similarly if there are significant changes in transit
service to/from employment centers these should be
incorporated as well.
On-time arrival

AVL data are not
yet available but
will provide
detailed
information on bus
travel times.

Processing of detailed AVL data may be required to
obtain estimates of on-time arrival. PACTS should work
with the transit operators to determine the format of the
data and the processing requirements. A threshold
needs to be set to define “on-time”.

Incident clearance time

Responder data
not yet available

PACTS should develop a plan for obtaining and
processing incident response data. Suppliers would be
the Maine State Police and the larger local police
departments. The Advanced Traffic Management
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System that Maine DOT is procuring in association with
NHDOT and VTrans will provide this information –
minimal processing should be required when this effort is
complete.

9-2

80th percentile travel
time index

Not currently
available

Tracking this measure will require the acquisition of probe
data that provides continuous reporting of travel times on
major routes. If this information were to be made
available, the calculation of TTI would be relatively
straightforward.

Person-hours of delay
by mode

PACTS Regional
Model

This measure can be estimated through use of the
regional model, which will provide an estimate of the
impact of recurring congestion. The acquisition of probe
data and AVL data, as described above, would enable
this measure to be updated on a more regular basis.

Jobs accessible within
mean commute time.

Census data

PACTS can work with GPCOG to identify significant
changes that occur in employment such as major
employer closings, opening or relocations. The current
estimates can then be updated based on these changes.

Delay caused by freight
deliveries

Not currently
available

PACTS needs to identify spot locations where freight
deliveries are causing disruption. This information can be
obtained from member communities. An observation
program would then be required to establish the baseline
and update on a regular basis. The number of sites
required would not be large.
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